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It’s very fashionable nowadays for people to criticize the Kremlin for incompetency, and its
recent  history  of  controversial  decisions  coupled  with  the  suspected  liberal  fifth-and-six-
column infiltration of key national institutions gives plenty of ground for this, but sometimes
people  jump the gun,  such as  when accusing Russia  of  being ‘duped’  by Turkey.  It’s
interesting that no such criticisms are publicly leveled against Iran despite Tehran bending
over backwards to Ankara during and after the failed pro-US coup attempt against Erdogan,
but double standards are the norm when people engage in diatribes, and it’s always been
the  case  that  Russia  has  caught  much  more  flak  than  anyone  else  whenever  multipolar
commentators  critique  their  own  camp.

This is the precisely the case with the news that Turkish forces have crossed into Syria, with
the  most  common  knee-jerk  reaction  being  that  President  Putin  was  manipulated  by
Erdogan as part of some large-scale Machiavellian plot, though of course, without making
any mention that this charge could more rightly be directed against the Ayatollah. Anyhow,
the prevailing narrative among multipolar supporters appears to be one of grief and despair,
with Facebookers pulling their hair out over how stupid Russia apparently was to trust
Turkey and work on helping it pivot towards Eurasia. As popular and trendy as it may be for
people to jump on the bandwagon and start railing against Russia, and for as ‘healthy’ as it
is for people to let off some steam and vocally vent their frustrations every once in a while,
there’s actually countervailing evidence that Turkey’s operation isn’t a unipolar conspiracy
but evidence of high-level multipolar coordination.

To explain, as of the moment of writing (11.30am MSK), neither Moscow, Tehran, nor even
Damascus has issued any statement condemning Turkey’s military intervention, and the
website  of  the  official  Syrian  Arab  News  Agency  (SANA)  is  noticeably  silent  about  this
development. All of this is very strange if one accepts the assumption that Turkey’s moves
constitute an ‘invasion’ of Syria, since while the Kremlin critics might invent all sorts of
explanations  for  why Moscow isn’t  saying  anything,  less  people  can attribute  a  semi-
plausible reason to why Tehran and Damascus aren’t publicly rabid with fury right now.
Though it’s true that Turkey is even coordinating part of its operation with the assistance of
US air support, there’s actually a novel, contextual touch to that which needs to be further
elaborated on.

The recent clashes between the Syrian Arab Army (SAA) and the Kurdish YPG militia in
Hasakah have been halted for the time being as a result of Russian mediation, but even
when they were ongoing, many observers agreed that it’s not to anyone’s interests besides
the US’ to see the SAA begin a full-on law and order operation against the Kurds, as this
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would  dramatically  impede  post-conflict  resolution  efforts  in  retaining  the  Syrian  Arab
Republic’s  territorial  sovereignty  and  unitary  nature.  However,  no  such  diplomatic
sensitivities are present when it comes to Turkey’s capability to do this, since it’s globally
known just how ferociously opposed Ankara is to the creation of a Kurdish “federalized”
(internally partitioned) statelet all along its southern frontier. Hand in hand with this, most
people are aware that the US is desperately trying to curry favor with Turkey and prevent its
withdrawal from the unipolar fold, ergo American eagerness to publicly assist its Mideast
partner in its latest operation.

To put it more simply, Russia and the SAA – for reasons of political sensitivity and long-term
strategy – do not want to attack the YPG and proactively stop it from occupying all  of
northern Syria, whereas Turkey has no such reservations in doing this and is more than
eager to do the ‘heavy lifting’, especially if it could con the US Air Force into helping it target
actual terrorists on the ground during this time. The American intent in all of this is to prove
that it’s  a ‘loyal  ally’  of  Turkey and to contribute to the attempted reconciliation that
Washington is trying to carry out with Ankara, though in this case, it’s being exploited as the
ultimate ‘useful idiot’ in helping the Multipolar Community in its quest to destroy the second
‘geopolitical Israel’ of “Kurdistan”. Having said all of this, naysayers will still point to the fact
that Turkey is not to be trusted and that the presence of any foreign troops or the ordering
of any military attacks on Syrian soil without Damascus’ permission is a violation of its
sovereignty and a breach of international law, which is certainly true in this case if President
Assad didn’t coordinate any of this with his Turkish counterpart.

However ‘inconvenient’ it may be for the most gung-ho (usually foreign-based) supporters of
Syria to admit, Damascus and Ankara have been engaged in secret talks for months now in
the Algerian capital  of  Algiers,  as  has been repeatedly confirmed by many multiple  media
sources  ever  since  this  spring.  Moreover,  Turkey  just  dispatched  one  of  its  deputy
intelligence  chiefs  to  Damascus  a  few  days  ago  to  meet  with  his  high-level  Syrian
counterparts,  so this might explain the reason why Russia and Iran aren’t condemning
Turkey’s incursion into Syria, nor why the Syrian officials aren’t loudly protesting against it
either. More and more, the evidence is pointing to Turkey’s operation being part of a larger
move that  was  coordinated in  advance with  Syria,  Russia,  and Iran.  Nevertheless,  for
domestic political reasons within both Syria and Turkey, neither side is expected to admit to
having coordinated any of this, and it’s likely that bellicose rhetoric might be belched from
Ankara just  as  much as it’s  predictable  that  Damascus will  rightfully  speak about  the
protection of its sovereignty.

What’s most important, though, isn’t to listen so much to Turkey and Syria, but to watch and
observe what Russia and Iran say and do, since these are the two countries most capable of
defending Syria from any legitimate aggression against its territory and which have been
firmly  standing  behind  it  for  years  now,  albeit  to  differing  qualitative  extents  though  with
complementary synergy (i.e. Russia’s anti-terrorist air operation and Iran’s special forces
ground one).  This isn’t in any way to ‘excuse’, ‘apologize for’, or ‘explain away’ the US’
opportunistic and illegal inadvertent contribution to this coordinated multipolar campaign,
but  to  accurately  document  how  and  why  it  decided  to  involve  itself  in  this  superficially
Turkish-led venture, namely because it was cleverly misled by Erdogan into thinking that
this is a precondition for the normalization of relations between both sides.

Russia lacks the political will to cleanse the Wahhabi terrorists and Kurdish separatists from
northern Syrian itself, and for as much as one may support or condemn this, it’s a statement
of fact that must be taken into account when analyzing and forecasting events. With this
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obvious  constraint  being  a  major  factor  influencing  the  state  of  affairs  in  Syria,  it’s
reasonable then that Syria, Russia, and Iran wouldn’t vocally object too much to Turkey
tricking the US into doing this instead out of the pursuit of its own self-interests vis-à-vis the
attempted normalization with Ankara. The major qualifying variable that must be mentioned
at this point is that serious Russian and Iranian condemnation of Turkey’s ongoing operation
would signal that something either went wrong with their multilaterally coordinated plan, or
that Turkey was just a backstabbing pro-American Trojan Horse this entire time and the
skepticism  surrounding  Moscow  and  Tehran’s  dedicated  efforts  to  coax  Ankara  into  a
multipolar  pivot  was  fully  vindicated  as  the  correct  analysis  all  along.

In closing, the author would like to refer the reader to his article from over a month ago
about how “Regional War Looms As “Kurdistan” Crosses The Euphrates”, in which it was
forecast that Russia would assemble a multipolar “Lead From Behind” coalition in pushing
back against the US’ attempts to carve the second ‘geopolitical Israel’ of “Kurdistan” out of
northern  Syria,  with  it  specifically  being  written  that  “it  can  be  reasonably  assumed  that
there’s an invisible Russian hand gently coordinating their  broad regional  activities” in
stopping this. With Turkey crossing into Syria to preempt the YPG from unifying all of its
occupied territory in northern Syria and breathing sustainable geopolitical life into the US’
latest divide-and-rule project in the Mideast, and keeping in mind the fast-paced diplomacy
between Russia, Iran, and Turkey and the months-long ongoing secret negotiations between
Ankara and Damascus, all empirical evidence suggests that this latest development in the
War on Syria is less a unipolar conspiracy and more a multipolar coordinated plan to bring
an end to this conflict and preempt the internal partitioning of Syria.
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